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A b s t r a c t

Не investigate the singularities of the partial waves

for a multiple scattering series of a system of three поп-

relativistic particles with, arbitrary niâ r̂ s. Both. on-shell

and off-shell diagrams are considers! for binary processes

(2 — * 2 )
t
 break-up processes (2 —*• 5) and also three-par-

ticle scattering ($ —- 5). 2or any diagram-we obtain*

1) simple analytic expressions tor the loci of the nonpo-

tential sing-ularities of the partial amplitudes (i.e. for

the singularities independent of ъпе form of interiction

between the particles); 2) necessary and sufficient condi-

tions of cm existence of «hese singularities on the physi-

cal sheet; 2) a character of the singularities. Moreover,

using an analogy oetween the singuJiritie of the diagram;

of a multiple scattering series and a classical problea

of the collision of three massive poinrs, we find « crite-

rium for the kinematic possibility of a process of N sub-

sequent pair collisions in a classical system of three

pointlike masses with the contact interaction and deluce

the maximal number $
шах
 of these collisions •

€> ИТЭФ 1978



1. Introduction

Last years more and more are applied in the theory of

nuclear reactions the dispersive methods, founded on the

analyticity and unitarity properties of the amplitudes for

the processes in question /1-'i5/« First of all it refers

to the dispersion relations for the partial amplitudes,

which are usually considered in the framework of the N/D

method /3-15/. The dynamic input in this approach consists

of the discontinuities of the partial amplitudes on the

nearest cuts corresponding to the simplest Feynman diag-

rams (or oJ the simplest amplitudes themselves). Thus in

the first turn we have to know the loci and the cnaiactrr

of the nearest singularities. We should stress that this

knowledge alone often help;; to explain the form of the an-

gular and the energy dependence of a process (e.g. a back-

ward enhancement in the пФ-scattering is caused by a pole,

correspondinj to a proton exchange diagram).

The loci of the singularities of the Feynmann diag-

rams are to be fou_id from the Landau equations /16-18/ JT

from their norrelativistic analog /19/• However these equa-

tions can be solved only for the simplest diagrams* For

tue complex diagrams the so called "block method" /20/

appears to be useful, where the singularities of a diagram

as a whole are expressed through the singularities of I f

simpler parts (blocks), in which it can be decomposed.

Knowing the singularities of the simplest diagrams of a

given clas", one can with the help of ;he block method ob-

tain by induction the singulariti s of all diargams of



that class.

In the present paper we use a modification of the

bloci method to find the singularities of the partial

litMdes of the diagrams corresponding to a series of multip-

le scattering of a system of three nenrelativistic partic-

les of arbitrary masses} this series is shown in Pig. 1.

First of ail we are interested in the binary proces-

ses of a scattering or of a rearrangement, where two partic-

les at the beginning and in the end form the bound states.

We should stress, that thfr diagrams in Pig. 1 are three-di-

mensional and соше out of the iteration of the Faddeev equa-

tion. However these amplitudes exactly coincide with the

corresponding four-dimensional nonrelativistic Feynnan amp-

litudes /'9/ and could be obtained from the four-dimensio-

nal form by integration in the energies of the virtual par-

ticles, which amounts to taking the residues in the poles

of the propagators ^ .

The analytic properties of the three-body processes

were studied in a series of the pioneering papers by Ru-

bin, Sugar and Tiktopoulos /21/ . Among other things the

papers /21/ contain a classification of the singularities,

which we shall als~> uss. In tnese papers a boundary of the

analyticity region was found for the total amplitude (not

for a partial wave) of the three-particle scattering

(3 —?-3). However it is impossible to solve the general ty-

pe Landau equations for the loci of the sinjcularities of

the rescattering series obtained in /21/ . therefore they

' NotQ, that for the systems of four and more particles
such a simple cormeocion between the J-diuensioiial and
4—dimensional diagrams does not exist anymore.



do not calculate in /21/ th'i loci of the singularities of

those diagram, with an exception of tne simplest, the pole,

the triangle and the box diagrams for three particles of an

equal mass.

Sote, that some part of the singularities of the diag-

raas of ?ig. Л depends on the ford of She forces, acting

between the particles, i.e. on the structure of the vertex

functions on the diagrams (the so-called "potential singu-

larities" by terminology of the papers /21/ ).

Some of these singularities were found in /14,15/. It

is clear, that for a range of the forces tending to zero,

all potential singularities move to — <=*=> in the ener-

gy plane and can be neglected. Hence the partial amplitudes

of the diagrams of Fig. 1, besides the trivial normal thre-

sholds, have the singularities of only two typest 1) the

"skeleton" singularities (the singularities at type R in

the classification of /21/ ), corresponding to tbe diag-

rams of Fig* 1 with the constant vertex functions, and

2) the anomalous thresholds in the s-channel (the singula-

rities of the type В /21/ ), which are generated by the

poles of the binary scattering amplitudes in Fig. 1, corres-

ponding to tho two-body bound states.

In the present pape^ we find explicitly the character

and the loci of all these singularities of a series of

Fig. 1 (we find also the conditions of their presence on

the physical sheet)• X lucky choice of variables gives us

an opportunity to obtain the simple formulae for the loci

of the singularities of types R and 6 of the partial amp-

litudes of any diagram in Fig. 1 with arbitrary masses of

the particles, both on the energy shell and off energy



shell. In accordance with, the results of /21/ the singu-

larities of type R occur only for the finite number of di-

agrams of Pig. 1. Moreover, using an analogy found in /21/

between the singularities of the diagrams for the rescat-

tering series and a classical problem of a collision of

three material points, we find a maximal number of the pos-

sible binary collisions in a classical systea of three point-

like massive bodies of arbitrary masses with a contact; in-

teraction, The potential singularities are not considered

in the present paper.

Let us note the important properties of the singulari-

ties found in the present paper. Firstly, they are charac-

teristic just for tiie nuclear scattering, because ia a oina-

ry collision of elementary particles the anomalous singula-

rities occur rarely, and, as a rule, influence only slight-

ly the dynamicb of the process. In contrast, already the

singularities of the first two diagrams of che rescattering

series are sufficient to support a bound state in a systen

of three identical particles /8,22/. In this way we obtain

the three-particle (and, more general, many-particle) bound

states in the zero-range limit.

Secondly, the number of the singularities of type R

is finite; specifically for three particles of equal mass

only tne first two diagrams in Pig. 1 (the pole and the

triangle one) have the singularities of this kind. There-

fore the K/D equations, containing a concribution of the

discontinuities of these diagrams, are ezact in the lisiit

of a zero range forces (when all che potential singulariti-

es disappear)*

Thirdly, zae singularities of type 8 are closest to



the physical boundary of the singularities in the scatte-

ring angle. Ttise singularities stipulate a complicated

character of an angular dependence of the nuclear scatte-

ring and reaction cross sections even for small energies.

On the other side, only a finite number of these diagrams

exists and they can be accounted for explicitly»

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we

elucidate one general structure of the method used, write

down, the singularities of a pole-diagram and as a first

step we find the singularities of type R of the partial am-

plitudes of the triangle diagrams. In Section 3 the block

method is applied to obtain the singularities of type R for

the arbitrary half-off-shell diagrams of a series of Pig.1.

In Section 4 explicit formulas are deduced for the loci

of the sir'jularities of type R in the on-shell case of the

partial amplitudes of the diagrams of Fig. 1, corresponding

to the binary processes of a scattering and rearrangement

(2 —*• 2). We discuss shortly also the singularities for

the processes of the break-up (2 —*- 5) and 5-partiele scat-

tering (5 —* 5) and formulate the corollaries for the clas-

sical problem of a collision of three material points.

In Section 5 we find the loci of the s-channel anomalous

singularities of type B» In Section 6 we discuss a classifi-

cation of possible singularities of the total and partial

amplitudes. In Section 7 a character of the singularities

under consideration is found. Finally, in Section 8 we dis-

cuss the physical applications and the conclusions of the

present paper and give some specific examples «raich illust-

rate an application of the obtained results.



2. The skeleton singularities (the singularities

of typo Ii)« Notations and the method. УЬч pole

and triangle

In this end the following section we investigate the

so-called "skeleton" singularities of the partial waves for

th* diagrams of the series of Fig. 1, i.e. the singulari-

ties due to only «he poles of the propagators of the vir-

tual partial» in t; s diagrams.

In accordance with the classification of the papers

/21/ we ehall call them "the singularities of type R
H
» ̂ J*

vertices in the diagrams do not participate in the forma-

tion of these singularities5 therefore while considering

the singularities of type R we can replace all the verti-

ces (the amplitudes of the binary scattering and the triple

vertices) with constants.

A general form of an arbitrary diagram of the series

of Pig. 1 is given in Fig* 2» (ij) denotes a bound state of

the particles i and j. We assume the system in the initial

state to be on-snell * t the final state might bo off-shell

(the half-off-shell amplitude). Th« particles j and к in

the final state can be both free and bound.

We introduce the following notations: '

' Witthout loss of generality we choose in the initial
state the system to b& (12)+5 and assume that the
first (the left) cross-line corresponds to the par-
ticle 1.

»••) >

' We assume ft, а с s •" and use the cm.system of
three particles.



- the mass of the part icle lt /nty s»/tft-+/»v1 M171 £

is the binding energy of the «systeo (ij) f p* - the mo-

mentum of the particle 3 in the initial state, j?' - the

зюшеп&ив of the particle i in the final state, JC - the

momentum of the particle /< in the last (to the right)

pi.
intermediate state (see Pig. 2 ) , £ ~ TIT ~ £<• ^* * n e

oonserved nonrelativistic energy of the three-particle eye-

tea; n - the number of the cross-lines in the diagram of

?ig. 2 (n=1 corresponds to a pole diagram, nx2 - to a tri-

angle one etc.).,

p ч - JL. Y'- -*Lx л
 '

?he partial amplitude ъМ/г/ of the diagram of Pig.

2 is connected in the usual way with the total amplitude

• ••)

; л

2 - P%'/P*-'• -Cfi9 » 9 is the scattering angle,

P (i) - the Legendre polynomd.al.. The singularicies under

consideration are common to all partial amplitudes.

* Everywhere in the following we neglect the binding
energy of a system compared with its mass.

'To simplify notations we assume all particles to be
spinless and an orbital momentum of the interacting
pair to be Z T O ; the assumption does not influence
she position of the singularities«•



In the spirit of "the block method" to find the po-

sition of tine singularities /20/ we writ* down a half-off-

-shell amplitude ^ д ^
1
 *ith the constant vertices in

«to variables X^ X» X aa follows!

•hare .Ж/^ is an off-shell partial amplitude of the last

(to toe rigbtO сговв-line In Fig* 2*

Sj is the Legendre function of the 2nd kind*

Note, tnat in the initial expression of the type of «q»

(2) one integrates over the negative imaginary vtluea of

X (in the variable К fro» .< * О feo K=+oo )<

however using }f-X,X;X
p
)=-iVX/X

l
,) «x»d Q

t
 (-*\ «

_ ,_ i ̂ i Q i^)
 хаЛ c a n e m e

iiy prov* that the

integrand in (2) is even in X for all n and 1, therefore

one can extend the integration over all imaginary values

of X

ffe remark that the singularities in question of a

oalf-off-shell amplitude J^-nl depend on two variab-

les x
0
 and X &&d can be written 1 A the for* X

r
 *

a I(t'\ \ for on-shell amplitudes */*'nf the sin-

gularities have a form /„ x const* i«e« £ a oonat.

10



The general theory of singularities of functions, gi-

ven in the form of some integrals (see e.g. /16/ ) states

that the singularities <М-ц1 (%o ̂  ̂ o)
 ос

<яи? when a sin-

gularity (a branch point) of М
п
^{(^о Х'Х

0
) coincides

with a singularity of J/^f (X^ *'%J pinching the

integration contour In )[ к the integral (2). Therefore

the knowledge of the singularities of the amplitudes Mj(

and *Mfi.-i( enables us in principle to find out the

singularities of a more complicated amplitude

without going into the details of the amplitude

The looi of the singularities of J^jt {$)*]&*)

be found from the eq. \(t%'"X
0
) — — { *

n d a a v e t n e

form» .

A

For the half-off-shell amplitude J^il (^
;
 ^ , to)

of the diagram of Fig. 3a, the simplest one of the diagrams

of Pig. 1, the condition $(X
0}
X'

}
X

0
) - ±/ gives:

As was shown above the singularities of triangle diagram

(Pig» 3b,c) can be obtained by simultaneous so-
i

lution of Eqs. (4) and (5), where one should replaca X

by У . However to get the general formulas for the lo-

cation of singularities it is convenient to go over to the

new variables. Let us denote

11



The angles 6^ satisfy the conditional

0<%<j <
£ $ fit m

1
i i i1

We introduce instead of %0 X a114 X t n e n a w

riabies t^ ? <f and ^ ' :

coi <f' - \[Ш-L j/A».

II,. -

The runrer&cion of the particles in the expressions for

cos </
0
 , cos V and cos У is in accordance with the nu-

meration of particles in Fig. 2. The eq. (8) assumes a con-

formal mapping of the complex planes Xp. X &Q& X

to the stripes 0 < fU %-&> O^fit^T/ and O^jkf'^71

correspondingly. The integration contour in (2) goes over .

into a straight line fit tf ~ -is— . In the new variab-

les the singularity equations (4) and (5) (in (5) X*-*• X )

aasume the forms (9) and (10) correspondingly:

12



To shorten our notations ws shall at first confine our-

selves to tiie real values of / 0 , which, correspond to

£ ^ -£ ' a generalisation to the case 3mto Ф 0 is

given at the end of the Section 3»

As is seen from (8), for ^mX
0
 = 0 also fa(f = 0.

The reality of ^ and Q: means that the values f
i

and ^ , satisfying (9) and ( 10), are also real. More-

over, we shall study the singularities on the physical sheet

E, where t
o
^-0 (Sffip^O) » i«e. tf

0
 й 4- • *or the

values of ^ */ and 9© • satisfying th« conditions

(9) and (10) assume the form (1
й
.) and (12) correspondinglyi

13



/19)

/J >

We now come to the triangle (Начать
 t

w о • For a

singularly of i-^if
 1

-'o occur it is necessary that one

of t.-..e singularities (11) coincides with a singularity (12)

pitching t;he integration contoor in tf in the integral of

the type (2) for the diagrurcs \M- ̂ ' .Аи the коиепс of

pinching the integration contour iiiî ht be deformea сошра-

red with the initial position pi </ --" •—- ', to make sure

that we have <i pincning (and not the coincidence of the sin-

gularities on ont side of the contour), we shall u^e the

following considerations.

Let us take the diagrams ^ ^ ' (and generally

the diagrams of Fig. 2) on i;he energy snei.1 in the physi-

cal region. In that cacc the integration contour in 7

can ^e taken nondeformodj /?i </ -
:
 'Л/iL . Since the sin-

gularities of the integrand do not cross the integration

contour in their motion, but rather deform it, we conclude

that the singularities lying initially to the right (left)

of the line f<£ if ~7l/% , will £eep their position to

the right (left) of the integration contour. Specifically,

we can without losing generality take the final particles

j and К in Fig. 2 to be bound and put £ у to be
С

equal to £" „ ; then on the boundary ci the physical

region i0 - t - 0 , i.e. </*,, = </'— ~ . Starting

from a position of a singularity in у with У -— У' ~ ~
and <£•- = £ and continuously changing if. and

у к ft
 J

 v
l
/ (and also £JK )» w e cai1 cfeme to any singularity

positions of interest in the t̂  plane.

Kence follows a practical recipe: we look for the c<::>

cidence oi those branches of (11) and (12), waich for

и- — ./' ~ .—- ere on tbe onposit
1
-"

1
 sidoa of tne lire



fijl if = -~— . A necessary and sufficient condition

of that is, as can be easily seen from (11) and (12), the

condition C^ = - Cq . the equalities C^ = - C,. « 1

and £ = - £ ж -1 produce (as is seen from (11), (12)

or from (4>) and (5) with %'—*•% )
 t u e s a o e

 singulari-

ties! the casee С
t
 * 1 and £ • -1 reduce to each

other, aa follows from (4), by a replacementX -* - X $ i»e.

therefore it l£ sufficient to consider, e.g. a coinci-

dence of the singularity <f=jf'~ &j\ with the singu-

larities 6f= % + &£ «nd ^ ~ 4Jf- \%-&l\ «n4 *<>

the solution obtained add solution» with a replacement

Moreover we must select only solutions satisfying the

condition O^f' ^Я
 # )

 .

Proceeding in this way we obtain the following singula-

rities for the diagram ^£ (Fig .5b, j-1)j

with a supplementary conditions

and

(15)

' A violation of this condition in fact- means, that the
singularity (11) with the change of X' leave_ the
real axis <p without having coincided with the
singularity (12).



with a condition

% > 2 Ъ

Since 0 < tf
o
 ~ JT t *»• condition (16) can b* sa-

tisfied only with

&i - V • (17)

In an analogous raj for the diagram ,/vtg ( Fig.

5c, 3=3) we obtain Eingularitiesi

under a condition

^
C
i-G

<
+G

3
 ^7f £19)

and

, У = 7Г- (1#гЪ1-*о) (20)

with the conditions

The Eqs. (15)-(21) contain all the singularities of

type R of the partial amplitudes for the triangle graphs of

Pies. 3b,e half-off-shell. On-shell singularities will be

given below. Note, that the singularity (15), in contrast to

(13) and (18) exists (on the physical sheet) only with some

requirement on the masses of the particles; indeed it fol-

lows from (6) that che condition (1?) is equivalent V> an

16



inequality Л^ H/V/^ ГК < { . The singularity (20)

exists only for ff\
t
 ф /VI* t

Tie eqs. (13)-(21) adght Ъв obtained directly from t;he

condition 7 = + 1, where 2 is a position of a
4
 ~ Hi)

leading singularity of the graphs ^K
Q
 > in the v&ri-

able 2 = cos 0 ( & is the scattering angle); an

expression for 2.. once can find, e.g. in /19/»

3. Singularities of type R for arbitrary

half-off-shell amplitudes

The singularities of type R of the more complicated

graphs KJA-I can be obtained from the condition of a coin-

cidence of a singularity of the half-off-she11 triangle

graph у/л-я (eqs. (1J)-(21)) and of a singularity (11) of

the pole graph \M-{ off-shell; again one keeps in mind

tLat coincident singularities should come to the integra-

tion contour from the opposite sides and uses the condition

Following this procedure we can by induction find the

singularities for an arbitrary half-off-shell grcph ^A^fi

in Pig. 2. It is easy to understand that these singulariti-

es are given by the eqs. analogous in their structure to

the eqs. (13), (15), (18), (20); on the r.h.s. of these

eqs. enter the sums (or differences) of n angles 6^

corresponding to each cross-line of a graph u^/j •

Ihus for the "homogeneous" graphs </^ft , containing

the cross-lines of only one kind (?ig. 4) зе obtain the

following singularities: '

*) In Pig. 4 one can see a homogeneous graph for even n
(the last (rights-most) vertex being 1+2-* 1+2); Sqs.
(2?)-(25) hold also ior odd n (the last vertex ie
1+3 ._. 1+3).

17



..) (22)

with additional conditions

and

with additional conditions

(25)

Let us consider now inhomogeneous graphs, containing

the cross-lines of different kinds. We begin with, the

graphs containing /?; cross-lines of one type i and

only one line of another kind; evidently this line can be

only at the beginning or at the end (but not in the midd-

le ) of a graph (Fig. 5). Ihe condition of a coincidence of

singularities (22)-(25) of the homogeneous graphs of Pig»

q. and of the singularities (11) results in the following

singularities of inhomogeneous graphs <sW.f\ of Pig.5a»

b t

(26)

with the condition



Л, 9
t
 + £,• < 57, £ +л, 0, *£• ̂  ЯГ С27)

and

with the conditiono

Of >
 n
<
9
*> f

o
+n<6><* Oj.

In the Sqs. (26-29) 3=2 (Pig.5a) or ДпЗ (Pig.5b)jn •

s Д. t 1
;
 n, к 2,3,4*... • the expressions for the singu-

lerities of the graph of Fig. 5c (and of the analogous

graph with even number of the cross-lines 3) result from

Eqe. (26)-(29) by changing the indices 1 -* 3» j -• 1*

One can rigorously prove that the iahomocmeoue graphs

different from that of Fig* 5 (i*e. the graphs containing

the cross-lines of all three kinds or not less than two

cross-lines of two kinds) do not have the singularities of

type R under consideration. We shall ehow, that these sin-

gularities are not present e.g. for the graphs obtained

froe a graph of Fig. 5a by adding one cross-line of i ty-

pe (d a 2,3) on tJb-э r.h.s. In accordance with what was said

above to find a singularity of that graph it 1э sufficient

to consider a coincidence of a singularity (*И), e.g.

У - 1У'-&/1 i wltb the singularities (26), (28)

where one should replace *f —• if . The loci of the

singularity if = / if - Of \ and of the singularities

(26), (28) in the complex plane 'f is shown in Fig.6



(it is assumed that the values % and <f are such

that the initial integration contour Ri ̂  - 71/2. is not

yet deformed). For illustrative purposes the singularity

\$'- &;\ in ̂ б * & is shifted down and the sin-

gularities (26), (23) are shifted up from the axis ^7*^*0.

A singularity of the graph under consideration can

occur only due to a coincidence of the singularity (f =

=* / f'~ 9Л with one of the "r.ius." singularities

^ = JJ- (6
t
-R

t
 0

t
 -%) or tf = V

o
 + Л, 0/ + Зг. • ta-

king into account two possibilities y'^ 6- and У £ 6j

the condition of a coincidence results in the following

equations for у :

(50c)

One can easily ciieck that all the Eqs. (30) violate a nece-

ssary condition for the existence of the singularities on

the physical sheet: 0 == */ — Ji . Indeed, in esses

(30a,Ъ) if >Ti , since due to (7) for j=2,3 and

fl, ^-1 » we have flfit4&x + 9i>J! and fliQi-G\L+Qj>0.

Similarly in cases (30c,d) У<С since for j=2,3 and

П{ ^ { we have #,• -Л,,^ -&& <0 and ^- + ^ ~П494 <Я.

In the same way one can show an absence of the singula-

r i t i e s for che graphs obtained from the graphs of Fig.5b by

adding on the r .h.s . a cross-line of the kind 2 or 3, or

obtained from the graphs of Pig. 5c by adding a cross-line

of the kind 2 or 1. Obviously, an absence cf the ^i

20



ties of the type R for a graph implies an absence of these

singularities for all more complicated graphs, constructed

over that one. Consequently, the eqs. (12)-(29) contain

all the singularities of type R for the amplitudes x/^-fit

half-off-shell on the physical sheet of the energy £• The-

S3 expressions, written down for jfrti <£ = j(ns<f z=.Q t de-

scribe also the complex singularities if one replaces there

% —•At *fo ? if'-* /fo</' « ^ «ritea the additio-

nal equations! $mif' = ±$m % (the sign before J# %

should be the same as the sign of *£ in the r.h.s. of

the Eqs. (12), (13), (15), (18), (20), (22), (24), (26) and

(28) ) .

4» On—shell singularities of type R

Now we turn to the on-shell singularitier of type R*

In the first place we consider binary processes (12^+3 -*•

—»• i + (jk) where the pair (jk) forms the bound state with

the binding energy <£Tv> 0 * On ^
е
 energy shell we

put

x' - x.

X- and /
0
 are related by the energy conservation

(hi+ JL_ = A- + J
2
 *

To obtain explicitly the on-shell singularities one should

substitute ^ for </ in Eqs. (12), (13), (15),

(18), (20), (22), (24), (26) and (28), then use cosines ot



the angles and express %c in terms of %0 by £q.(32).

The equations thus obtained reduce to quadratic equations

in %0 , or in E, E being equal to -€tl[i +(/и/рз)

Solving these equations and discarding superfluous solutions

which do not satisfy the initial equations results in the

singular points E-^ of type R of the on-shell amplitudes

\M'flt (£) which we consider Ъэ1о*.

1) The homogeneous graphs (Fig.4)2

1 f i ^ ал n

The necessary and sufficient condition for an ex^&tence of

the singularity (35) at n > 2 is of the form

ft <-JT- ем
For n=1 (i.e. for tiie pole graph of Fig. 3a) we have both

the singularity £", defined by Eq. (33) at

and also anothert more distant singularity

(36)

For Cf£ = £,£ » in particular, for the elastic scatte-

ring the expression (33) can be siaplifi jd
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п
 г ' *«• /* * T" * &* ~

 e
J^

 С57)

2) 'She iohomogeneous graphs (Pigs.5a,b) possess two bran-

ches of the on-shell singularities

9;

with the subsidiary condition

Oj -ЬП,6^ <Я (39)

and

with the subsidiary condition

For n^ a 1 (the triangle graph of Fig* 5c)the singularity

(40) exists if and only if &j• Ф Q
4
 \ if &j ~+ &j

this singularity tends to — oo and therefore the graph

of Fig. }Ъ does not possess it.

The singularities of the graphs of Fig. 5c can be ob-

tained froD Eqs. (28)-(41) by the substitution of subscripts

1 -• 3, J-*. 1. Note, that from Bq.(7) C9i (в^+А^Д <0

(see Eq. (58)) and C*5 (Oj - /l
t
 fy) > 0 (see Eq.(40)) .

Now we discuss the results obtained. Firstly» for n»1

and n=2 the singalarities of type R exist for abritrary Bas-

ses Г(\
1}
 /WJJ and /ttj . For n ̂  3 the singulari-

ties occur if and only if the conditions (34), (39) and
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(41) are satisfied.. With increasing ft and increasing

masses corresponding to croes-lines of the graph, these

conditions become more and more difficult to satisfy» The

general rule can Ъе stated as followsi a given graph

possesses the singularity of type R if and only if

where i^ refers tc a particle i
K
 on the его ее-line

/< ( L
K s

 1,2,5). In particular, the rule (42) com-

bined with JBq. (?) implies fchet only graphs of Pig. 4 and

5 can possess the singularities of typo R#

For any give»: masses ffl- thero exiete a value flnuut

such that for n > n
m a x

 no amplitude УЛСЦ(. (Pig.2) can

have the singularity of type R. l^/ncvc
 c a n
 ** found

from Eq. (J4) oy choosing the particle with the smallest

mass as the particle 1t

"•тал.

where |TXJ denotes the integer part of X • In the equal

паев cue S£ = ^ = £3 and n ^ > 5 in accordauco

the paper» /21/. If the oaesee are unequal, then

In particul»rt for №{ ~ffli<Mi os for fV
i
 =^/Г?

3
 <1/Й

Eq. (7) implies that '^4 < ^ <.?7/3 and n ^
 e
 3.

If /7J/ / n
L
 <£ / e^d /7;y /fttj « / then 6^ ^5?

3X14 Ч а х ^
 1
»

ill singular points E-
n
 «^

e
 located on the real
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negative half-axis of E in the unphysioal regions

then also ^ » "* 0 • Ihe va .ее \E^\ ,

speaking, increase with increasing П which mean* that

the singularities move off from the physical region. It is

easy to show with the help of Eqs.(38) and (40) that in the

n

increase monotonically with increasing /I . In the c u e

case of inhomogeneous graphs the values of { E
n
 j and

of the homogeneous graphs wita \l£jic/€t* ̂ -X - {

no tonic increase of j£nl «ith increasing /I oan

easily be seen from Eqe. (37) and (34). If У ф 1 then

the monotonic increase of \E
n
\ with increasing f%

might be violated, but only for limited valueв of П sa-

tisfying the condition fflinfy X~*\ ^zCftflQ±.

The inhomogeneous graphs and the pole graph u ^ pos-

sess two branches of singularities E
n
 and ^ ^ oor-

responding to two branches of half-off-shell eingul biTities

(see Eqs.(26) and (28)) *̂  . Compariog Eqe. (36), (40)

and (41) with Eqs. (33)» (38) and (39) «nd talcing into ac-

count that 9: < 2L < Ji-Q; it is #aeily seen that for

a given graph the value /£",[ / is always greater than

\En \ ecnu that the condition (4-1) for the existence of

the second branch at n ^ 3 ie stronger than the conditi-

on (39) for the first branch. Thus if a given inhoaogeneous

graph possesses the second branch singularity it does al-

ways posses the first branch singularity; the inverse st*-

J The on-shell singularities of the hoaogeneous graphs
are due to the half-off-she 11 branch (22) if оовяЛ^
and to the branch (24) if cos nO£ ^ Y , In both
cases the singular points E n are given by the вам
equation (33) •
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tement is however wrong. If tooth singularities occur then

the first branch singularity is closer to the physical region

than the second one*

The singularities of type R of the partial wave ampli-

tudes JAn £ result from the singularities of the total

amplitudes \M~fi in. the variable Z = COiG and satisfy

che condition Zn (£n) -"££ » Zn beins the singular

point in 2 of the graph ь^л • 5"or n > 1 the cuts of

the amplitudes J^n( (&\
 i n fc

ke
 ь
 plâ ae corresponding to

the cut -1 £ Zn (£) ̂  1 in 'che Zn (E-) plane run as

a rule along the real E- axis froa S,x (from £Г
Л

lor the inhomogeneous gr-aphs) to — со ; for n='t the

— H^ r— a)

cut runs irom tz. J to c.j • However, the "ano-

ВЭ-IOUE" situations are possiDle when these cuts move into

the complex plane. Ihis occurs, e.g. for che pole graph

(п=1) and lor the homogeneous uriaiigle graph of Fig.Jb

(n=2) proviaed that

It is likely (though we have not proved it rigorously)

that the "anomalous" situation occurs 'or she arbitrary ho-

mogeneous graph JJIf if tue condition (44) is satisfied

for the corresponding /1 . For the innomogeneoi's graphs

the "anomalous" situation uoes not occur. Note that "the

analytic properties of the amplitudes JJ-&( (B) have

been studied in the papers /^5,45/ i'or n=1,2.

Hitherto we considered Dinary processes (1ii)+5 —> i+

+(jk). Wow ие briefly discuss ъпе siugularibies ox type 2

for the break-up (12)+J -* 1+2+5 and for the three-parr.icle
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scattering '1+2+2 -* 1+2+3* '£ne singular points for these

processes can be obtained irom tbs singular points for bi-

nary processes by analytic continuation in two-particle

energies from - Е.ц <C Q to B.,^ > 0 • This sta-

tement: can be proved rigorously DJ finding the singularities

xor tneee processes in the same manner as tor binary reac-

tions, i'hus che singular points of type A xor tne on-shell

processes (1iJJ+3 —•• 1*2f3 and 1+2+3 -*• 1+2+3 are obtained

from Eqs.(3J), (35)-(5Q) and (40) by the following substi-

tutions

and

+3)

Тле cobditions (34), (39) and (41) remain valid. It follows

irom 3qs. (4-5) and O3)-(41) that the singular points o£ ty-

pe R for the Ъгеак-up (12)+3 —* 1+2+3 lie ia the complex

я plane:

vnere tj(!
n
 denotes the aiigular argument in Sqs. (3J),(35),

(3o), (38) and (40); $ = / (Ь-~{) for the first (the

second) singular branch.

In a similar way for the scattering 1+2+3 -*• 1+2+3

( 4 7 )

2?



The siuijuiarities (47) are located on the real positive £

aris in the physical region: £^ >̂ fllu4. I£^* ^-}к ̂  .

It was noticed in the papers /21/ that an analogy

exists between the problem of finding singularities of ty-

pe В for the process 1+2+3 —• 1+2+3 and the problem of

classical collisions in the system of three point-like bo-

dies with masses /7?> /W. and /tfj interacting via two-

-body contact interaction. Namely, it was shown that the

graph of Pig. 2 with three free particles in the initial

state possesses the singularity of type R if and only if

the classical process of successive pair collisions corres-

ponding to a given graph is kinematically allowed (see also

the paper /23/). Using this conclusion one can state that

Kqs, (34) and (39) &re the necessary and sufficient condi-

tions of kinematical possibility of N s n+1 successive pair

collisions described by the graphs which differ froai the

graphs of Pigs.4 and 5 only by a substitution of free par-

ticles 1 and 2 for the bound state (12). The processes cor-

responding to any other types of graphs are kinematically

forbidden. The maximal number N
B a z

 of pair collisions in

the system of three point-like bodies with masses (Yl^ №<^

and ^3 equals flfuM* I % П^^ being given by Eq.

(43). In the papers /21/ the sufficient condition was found

under which no graph vM'ii *
o r
 *^

e
 process 1+2+3 -*• 1+2+3

has singularities of type R for given values of ftl, fd, ,W
4

) *• J

and fl , that i s (n+1) pair collisions are impossible, Por

/71 ̂  — ПЫЛ $ fflj ftt^ МЛ this condition ie of
the fora
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With our notation Eq,. (48) assumes the form Coi* &i £

By comparing this condition with our necessary and suffi-

cient condition for the absence of the singularities

( &i ^ 7i/f\) ,it is easy to verify that both conditi-

ons coincide at n=4, but at n > 4 our condition is more

exact than the condition (46)*

Concluding this Section we note that for given values

of £:,£ and Е]ц the singular point £n for the pro-

cess 1+2+} —»• 1+2+5 (see Eq. (4-7)) evidently coincides

with the lowest value of the total three particle energy S

for which the classical process of (n+1) pair collisions cor-

r sponding to a given graph J^n. i s kinematically possi-

ble.

5« e-channel anomalous singularities

Hitherto we studied the singularities due only to the

propagators of virtual particles in che graphs of Figs.1 and

2. Tne vertex functions do not take part in generating

these singularities. Hext we consider the singularities of

tne graphs of Figs. 1 and 2 due to trie poles of two-partic-

le scattering ainplituuee j.n ttiese graphs. The poles corres-

pond to two-particle oouna states, we snail find the condi-

tions of the existence or these singularities on the puysi-

cal sneet ana obtain the explicit formulas for tneir posi-

tions. While considering such singularities it is suffici-

ent to take into account only pole contributions to the pair

amplitudes. The simplest graph which might have the above-

mentioned singularities is shown in Pig. 7a. Tais graph

can be obtained from the graphs of Pigs. 3b and 5c if one



approximates the scattering amplitude of particle 1 and 5

by a pole. The propagator corresponding to the virtual li-

ne of the bound state (15) in Fig. ?a is given by

$

<5^2 being the binding energy of the state (15). The pro-

pagator 3)ц should be included in the integrand in 3q.

(2) for the graph of Fig. 7a. The singularities considered

occur when the integration contour in Eq. (2) is pinched by

the pole of octj^ and by the singularity corresponding to

the virtual lines 1 or i (j= 1,5). In what follows such

singularities will be referred to as the singularities of

type В in accordance with the classification of Ref. /21/.

We shall first consider the pinching of the contour by the

pole of «£^3 and the singularity of the line 1. In terms

ot У) 4
?
o
 and

 У' (
8ee E<

i* <
a
>)

 the
 P °

l s of
 3/3

corresponds to tf
 =
 % » where *f refers to the sta-

te (13) + 2 on shell ^ . The condition for the pinching

of the contour of integration over tf by the pole ^-%

and by one of the singularities (12) connected with the li-

ne 1 givee tf
e
 - </J - <9i at %>6i . Solving this

equation for £ yields

( 5 0)

* Since the integration contour is extended to the wnole
real axis -co < К < 00 the propagator <2>/$ иль

two poles: $ - <fj and ^ ~7Г- Ус • However, both
poles result in the same singularities and therefore
the pole ip — jf-tf' will no- be considered separately,
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The singularity (50) appears on the physical sheet only un-

der the condition

The coincidence of the pole of 3)±ъ and. the singularity

of the line 3 in the graph of Fig. 7a can be considered in a

similar way. However, in that case it is appropriate to us*

variables %
y
7

}
T and %,'*? <f' instead of X*,X

;
*'

and У
о
 tf Lf • The new variables can be obtained from

the old ones by substituting the quantities S
t3
 U

t
^ and

JUn corresponding to the state (13)+2 for 1he quantities

£/* Mil. a n d /*Ъ corresponding to the state (12)+3,

that "is Y -Ц/ije^ , <>5<£ =!/(£%))/£ etc. In advantage of

the new \ ariables lies in the fact that at the pole of 3){$

the intermediate state (1J)+2 is on shell and it is natu-

rally to consider it as an initial state for the r»h.s.

part of the graph of fig. 7& and of all complex graphs "be-

ginning" with the graph of Fig. ?a. In terms of the new

variables the pole of dZ^a is if — f0 and the sin-

gularities corresponding to the line 1 are defined by £qs.

(11) with 'if and ^ substituted for </ and <$' • Por

О <% £ %• and О^Ц' ^ $T only two of

the singularities (11), namely Is -^+8: ard if —

=
 (
Л — \Ц~ ®j\ might coalesce with the pole Ц~^

о

and pinch «he integration contour. This leads to the fol-

lowing singularities
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wi»h the supplementary condition

Ъ ^ Gj (53)

Sote that the singularities (50), (51) and (52), (53) coin-

cide with leading singularities of the non-relativlstic Peyn-

man graphs depicted in Pigs. 7b and 7c respectively. She ex-

pressions for the singularities of these graphs can be found

e.g. in Ref. /19/.

How consider a more complicated graph of Pig. 8* If

the inequality (51) is satisfied this graph does have the

singularity (50), since this singularity does not depend on

the integration variable in the integral expression for

the partial wave amplitude of the graph of Pig* в. As to

the singularity (52) it might lead to the singularity of

the graph of Fig. 8 only if the pinch occurs between the

singularity '52) and the singularity corresponding to the

lines (2д) or j*. The pole corresponding to the line (2j)

is tJ •= t/
0
 % being the on-shell value of the angle

If appearing in Eq. (52). She coalescence of this pole

with the singularity Jf - ( \ - Q.•) /see Bo.. (52))

yields % + % — Jf + 0; , which can not be satis-

fied with ^ ^ T/l
 )
 % ' Z. JJ/Z. . Therefore one is

left with only the coalescence of the singularities (52)

and the singularities (11) for the line j. This case can

be considered in the same way as was done in derivation

of Eqs. (52) and (53) and the corresponding expressions for

the singular points of the graph of Pig. в can be obtained

from Bqs. (52) and (53) by the substitution 9, -*&,' ,
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uader the condition

(55)

Due to Eg« (7) and «he restriction f
0
 ^ -j- the

inequality (.55) can be satisfied only with. 3«5' end

By continuing this procedure one easily obtains the fo-

llowing expressions for «he eir.3Ularitiee of type (52),(>4)

for the arbitrary isxaph. of Pig. 9a containing one cross-li-

ne 1 and f\,j croee-linee î

under the condition*

The singularity (56) ie generated by the singularities

corresponding to the line (15) and to /7; cross-lines $

located to the right from the line (15); the l.h.s. cross»

-line 1 does not take part in generating ъЫв singularity.

!Phe singularity (56) is the leading half-off-shell singu-

larity (the anomalous s-channel threshold) of the graph of

Fig. 9b which саг be obtained from the graph of Fig. 9a by

contracting the line 1 to a point. By compering Eqe. (56)

and (57) with Eqs. (24) and (25) and with Ecs.(15)-(1?) one

immediately sees that the positions of the singularities
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(56) coincide with the positions of the second branch sin-

gularities of type R of the homogeneous half-off-she11 '

graphs containing fi- cress-lines j and beginning with

the state (13)+2.

To find the singularities (56) in the case of the fi-

nal state (;J3O +i on shell one should put */ ~ % in Eq»

(55) and solve the resulting equation in E. Bearing in mind

the conditions (57) this procedure gives the following on-

-shell singularities of the graph of Fig* 9a

with the supplementary conditions

П/9; > ~- (59b)

In accordance with the remark above Eq. (53) can be obtai-

ned from Eq. (33) by the substitution E^ "*£*$ • Eow-

ever, the conditions (59) are not equivalent to the condi-

tions (34), firstly, since for j=1 and fl -ft: the con-

dition on the masses Qj <£ff/2/y is stronger than the

condition &i «̂  7l/П. , and, secondly, sin^e the con-

dition (59b) or. the binding energies does not appear in

Sq. (34). For oiven £ ^ and Sjjc the condition

(59Ь) is more difficult to satisfy with increasing flj.

It follows from Eq. (59a) that the ci&xLEal value of f\j

for which the graph of Fig« 9a still has the singularity

(58) is given by



(П.) =J
 d

 1 (60)

where £Xj , аб before, denotes the integer part of X •

In particular, if fl)
f
 ~ №

z
 - W

3
 , then ffb)^^ = 1

t

i.e. in the equal-mass case only the graph of Fig. 7a might

have the on-she11 singularity of type В *ith the condition

that there exist two pair bound states with the binding

energies S and £ satisfying the inequality (59b), i.».

We considered the singularities of type В generated

toy the pole of the two-particle amplitude situated at the

beginning of the graph of Pig. 2* In the same way one can

consider the singularities of type В generated by the pole

of any scattering amplitude in Fig. 2.Each pole correspon-

ding to the bound state (И' might lead to two sin-

gularities of a given graph which will be called "r.h.e*"

and "l.h.s." singularities. The "r.h.s." (the "l.h.e.")

singularity is generated by the pole of the line (f* \y

and by the singularities corresponding to all cross-lines

situated to the right (to the left) from the line (jA^i) ,

For the on-shell amplitudes the locations and the condi-

tions for the existence of each of these singularities are

given by Eqs, (58) and (59) with the substitution (15) -»

-• (/*tf ) (for both singularities) and (jk) -• (12)

(for the "i.h.s. singularity only). Tbe "r.h.s." (the

I.h.s.") singularity generated by the pole (M^) night

occur only if the part of a given graph situated to the



right (to the left) from the line (u \)J contains the

cross-lines of one type only. Proa the analysis given abo-

ve it is clear that the partial wave amplitudes uM,flf(£)

hare no singularities generated by two (or more) virtual

lines corresponding to bound states or by one such line and

by the cross-lines situated on both sides of this line*

6. The classification of the singularities

In this Section we will describe the classification of

the singularities of the non-relativistic three-particle

scattering amplitude and compare the singularities of the

total and partial wave amplitudes. The singularities of re-

lativistic graphs will be briefly discussed*

In Ref. /21/ tne singularities of the total non-relati-

vistic three-rorticle scattering amplitude (5 —*• 3) were di-

vided into the following groups*

I. Normal thresholds in S

a) three-body threshold: £ a 0

b) two-body thresholds corresponding to the states

(id)+ki В - -Sy .

II. Anomalous singularities

a) Type R. They are leading singularities of the

graphs of Fig. 2 with constant vertices. For n=1 «md n=2

these singularities correspond to fixed values of the mo-

mentum transfer squared U { U - const, n=1) or t ( t •

const, пз2) but for n ̂ . 3 they depend generally on two va-

riables t and 4 C
o r
 U enu 4 )« All crots-linea of

the graph of Fig. 2 taJce part in generating the singulari-

ties of type R.
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b) Туре В. They are leading singularities of the graphs

of Fig. 2b (anomalous 5 -channel thresholds)* These singu-

larities do not depend on the scattering angle and are of

the form 6 * const, i.e. £ = const. All of then are ge-

nerated by one of the poles corresponding to a two-particle

bound state and by all cross-lines located to one side from

the line depicting this bound state.

c) Type BR. They are anomalous singularities which dif-

fer from the singularities of type В or type R. These sin-

gularities are generated either by more than one line cor-

responding to a two-particle bound state or by one of these

lines and by cross-lines situated on the opposite sides from

this line. The leading bingularities of the graphs of Figs.

7a and в may serve as examples of the singularities of type

BR. The singularities of type BR depend on two variables

(t and 6 or U and 6 )•

III. Potential singularities generated by singulari-

ties of vertex functions in Fig. 2.

IV* Kinenatical singularities which are characteristic

of the processes 3 —*• 3» The amplitudes of the processes

2 —*• 2 and 2 —*• 3 do not possess them.

Note that in Ref. /21/ the detailed classification of

singularities was made for the equal-mass case only and the

strict definition of the singularities of types B,R and BR

in the general case was not given. In the present paper we

use the classification given above for the general unequal

mass case.

In follows from Eq. (1) that all singularities of par-

tial wave amplitudes are generated by the corresponding sin-

gularities of total amplitudes. On the other hanc", certain



singularities of total amplitudes do not lead to any singu-

larities of parti*}, wave amplitudes. The partial wave amp-

litude с of binary processes considered above have the sin-

gularities I, Ila, lib and III. The singularities IZa (type

R) were scudied in Sects. 2-4 and the singularities lib (ty-

pe B) were discussed in Sect. 5* As can be deduced froa

Sect. 5, the singularities lie (type BR) of total amplitu-

des do not lead to partial wave singularities but appear

as divergences of the partial-wave expansion.

Now we will briefly discuss the potential singulari-

ties. They occur if one takes into account the vertex funp-

tion singularities in Figs. 1,2 present in the case of a fi-

nite interactions range. Clearly, singularities of each ver-

tex function can generate tiie singularities of partial wave

amplitudes ox' the whole graph pinching either with the sin-

gularities ox оcher vertex functions or with the singulari-

ties corresponding to cross-lines. The potential singulari-

ties of former type were considered in Refs. /14,15/ in the

equal-mass case. If the interaction range tends to zero

then all potential singularities tend to — oo in the

energy plane. 3?hus in the limiting case of the вего range

only the siuj&ul&?ities of types R and В survive (besides

the trivial normal thresholds).

Throughout; this paper we study non-relativi «tic sys-

tems. Considering relativistic graphs brings in two rain

alterations. Firstly, the non-relativistio singularities

found above are displaced, the shift being of order of re-

lativistic corrections. Secondly, new singular points in the

energy plane appear, the distance between them and the phy-

sical region being of order of particle masses.



Hew relativistic singularities of the graphs of Fig.1

are of following types» a) normal thresholds in t or in Ц.

of total amplitudes» t
n
 — (2. ^Чц) or U

n
 = (-Z" Л?^)"

which lead to singular points S
n
 -=E(6

n
 2-tj) ox

£Г
Л
 = (z. (M.

n
 ~L-tl) of pextial wave amplitudes!

t) new normal 5 -ohannel thresholds: 3. ~[JE Wll ) .

'X ^ Л j c) in principle new singularities of typ#s R,

В and BR of total amplitudes might appear though partial

wave amplitudes might not have these singular!tioet d) Jti-

nematical cuts due to additional branch points of momen-

tum f( (5) in the relativietic unequal-mass case* A

general nethod of the investigation of the relativistic

singularities was fornu^ated in Kef, /20/. We hope that

the variables similar to the angles 9^ ^ and if'

can be introduced to obtain simple expressions for relati-

vistic singularities. As to ether types of gr piis important

for nuclear processes, one should in the first place men-

tion the graphs of Fig. 10 where the dashed lines corres-

pond to light particles (pions) and solid lines correspond

to heavy particles (nucleons or nuclei). Such graphs do

not: exist in the ncn-relativistic limit but due to the

small mass of a pion they aay lead to the singular!cies lo-

cated near the siigularities of type R of the corresponding

graphs not containing pion lines. For instance, in the ca-

se of Hd or T/d scattering the singular points of the

graphs of ̂ rigs. 10a and 10b are t> -=• H /Ŵ - and t- •
L

ж 28 ITljr respectively /24/ which should be compared

with the singularity of the corresponding triangle graph

of Fig. 3bx t s 1.73 ftijf • Note that due to the pre-

sence of NN'if vertices the contribution of
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graphs might be suppressed.

7. The character cf the singularities

Consider next the bel̂ aviour of partial wave amplitudes

of the graphs cf Fig. 1 in the vicinity of the singular

points obtained above. As was already mentioned our three-

dimensional graphs coincide with corresponding four—dimen-

sional non-relativistio Реупшап graphs. Therefore one can

make use of the known benaviour of Feynman amplitudes near

their singular points /16,2V • this behaviour being the

same for relativistic and non-reiacivistic graphs. Let the

total amplitude My of a Feynaan graph have th& leading

singularity in the variable U at U — U
o
 * ̂ * ^^

be the part of the amplitude M- having this singularity»

if M become" infinite at Ц = {/„ , then ЬМ coin-

cides with jU . Define

г = 2 L - --г- (6D

where Д' is :he number of inner lines in the graph and

L is the number of independent closed loops. Then in the

vicinity of U
o
 oM- behaves as /16,25/

(62)

The singularities of type R are th. leading singularities

of the grapns <M-n with /I cross-lines (see Fig.2).
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One hae L з n-1, К s 2n-1 and r a n-2 for these graphs*

In the case of the singularities of type В which are the

leading singularities of the graphs of Tig. 9b containing

flj cross-lines one has l_ ~fli
}
fi~i.li,*l and 1—flj-l.

It follows from Eq. (1) that the locations and the charac-

ter of the 6 -channel singularities are the same for to-

tal and partial wave amplitudes* Thus near the singular

point En, of type В

(63)

In the case of the singularities of type R Eq.(62) with

U •= 2 = ОЛб and r m n-2 determines the behaviour of

the total amplitudes M>a near singular points Z
n
.

L. (62) into the ез

i

e
 ± \hl

n
(E>

-/
performing the integration over z and putting

(65)

Substituting Eq. (62) into the expression

J > (64)

it is easy to obtain that near the singular point £n of

type R

(66)

with Q~ s n-'i * 0,1,2,3, •••

The expressions (63) and (66) can also be obtained from is
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t*grade of sore general type containing products of blocks

JJ.- f 'Jin f «I* ceoi easily be shown that provided each

block near its singular point behaves as in Eq. (C6) with

G~" — G 7 (i=4|2), near the singularity due to coinci-

dence of the singularities of the blocks the integral be-

haves as in Eq. (66) with С*=С^+С£ + / . Since for

n=1 (the pole graph) QT equals zero, for n=2 we have

C s 1, for n=3 (7~ = 2 etc., i.e. (7" « n-1 in accor-

dance with Eq. (66).

8. A discussion of the physical applications. Examples

To illustrate the usefulness of the present approach

let us concider the simplest of the examples» the scatte-

ring of three particles of equal masses, e.g., Nd scatte-

ring or j. /?£ scattering (̂ >e is a bound state if

one switches off the Coulomb forces). In that case, accor-

ding to the results of Sections 5 and 4, the nonpotential

l.hB. siiibularities (the singularities of type R) are pre-

sent only for the pole and triangle graph. Hence in the

framework of the N/D method one can immediately write

down che equation for £) (or N) which is certainly cor-

rect in the limit t0 -* 0 when all the potential sin-

gularities go to — oo . That equation gives only one

three-particle bound state with some finite (when t -*0)

binding energy . This result is in contradiction with the

Thomas theorem /26/ which asserts that the three-partic-

le ground state tends to — со when 1
O
 -*• Q . The

same contradiction occurs for unequal masses since only

finite number of graphs contributes to the l.h.s. dis-



continuity in that? case and again each contribution is fi-

nite for %0 -? 0 .

The outcome of the present situation lies presumably

in uhr: fact, that in the N/D equations only two-body unlta—

rity is pressnt and eractly the tiiree-body unitarity is

responsible for the effect of the Thomas theorsm ( a more

extensive discucsicn is given in the paper by J.M.Greben

and YuuA.Simonov, sibmi-Sted to Phys.Rev.C).

Another important consequence of the present investiga-

tion is anffcsence of the l,h.£. singularities for the equal

mass three-body case with external two-bcdy resonances,when

a tjraph is more complicated than a triangle, A triangle

graph in thai case is responsible for a new JdLnd of effect —

an anomalous spectrum in uhe resonance-particle system /22/

a.r;d the absence of. other more complicated discontinuities

is important to show that the effect i3 not destroyed by

the contributions of other graphs.

The typical process illustrating the singularities of

homogeneous graphs is that of scattering of two nuclei

aiusses M< and Mg_ exchanging a nucleon of mass /71

(Fig. 11a). In this case from Eq. (?)

(67)

gle &£ may be rather small if the ratios

/m and A,, - ML /m are sufficiently

example, if two nuclei are 13 C

:6 7Г ano by Eq. (̂ J) n ^ ^ з Гп/0.ИЬ?;1 - J

tutering оГ О from
 1

^C only the graphs of

i;.h n _̂ ? have -;he singularities of type R. ?o^

4Л



scattering of ^
б
0 from

 1
?0 1^

ах
 - Э* If witliin the saiae me-

del the reaction (M^+fMj) -* {№) + (ty +M
t
 - in) is con-

sidered, then n refers to the graph cf Eig. 11b contai-

ning ft, cross-lines ffl and one cross-line Д/, or

(M.-n\) in *^e end» E.g., for the reaction ^ £ -j- '*£ ->

-* Л t 4
*/й^ one has % = 6>

s
 = C*f-Oi)/l = ОЛЗ? Я

and by Eqs. <Зв>-<*1) П^ЦИ'ЪУОЛ+М (П^СЩЬ

for the first (the second) branch of the singularities.

Tlia movem&nv of the singularities with n is shown in

Table 1 for elastic
 f

^C~^0 scattering. The positions

of the singular points of type R in the units of the neut-

ron binding energy in ^C ( £ is 6.0 MeV) are presen-

ted in the second line of Table 1: they were found by Eq..

(37). The value ^;- shown in the last column of this

table refers to the second singularity of the pole graph.

We see that the values /£/i/ increase monotonical-

ly with increasing f\, . This increase, slow at first,

quickens when fb approaches П щ ^ • Due to smallness of

6^ the second singularity of the pole graph determi-

ned by the equation E.^ ~ ~E
n
 /i&i* - j ^ lies cuch

farther from tbe physical region than the first one.

Another example corresponding to scattering cf a pion

from a nucleus A is shown in Fig. 12a. Three masses are

J4 (a pion), Jfll (nucleon) and (A~1)m. It follows from

Eq. (4-2) that for any value of A the graph of Fig. 12a has

no singularities of type R if n > 2. On the other hand

the graphs of Fig. 12b corresponding to the knock-out pro-

cess (TflfN) have the singularities for 1 ^ n < 4

if Аж2 (i.e. for the reaction ТТч-d -*77+&+р ) and ifor

1 ^-n «1 6 if A —* с о .

As the last example we consider the elastic Oi t
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scattering within the three-body model / d d П.) .In

this case only the graphs of M.g. 13 possess the singulari-

ties of type R.

The «samples given above demonstrate the simplicity

and the effectiveness of the formulas obtained.

Table 1

a

1.04

2

1.17

3

1.45

4

2.02

5

3.29

6

7.04

7

28.3

i

26.0

«s
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